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INTRODUCTION



WEEK 1  CONCEPT  WALL



PROJECT  PROPOSAL



FAIRY  TALE

THE LATE NIGHT FLASH(Knee Brace)

Once there was a FBI special agent, whose name is Chris. He was one of the best undercover in the organization. Justice was in his blood and he believed he 
was born to fight crime. One day, he was on a mission to collect crime evidence of an international drug cartel in New York city. He fell down from the third 
floor when he was trying to escape from the crime scene. He successfully escaped from the mafia but twisted his knee when he landed.

Chris settled down in a motel and tried to contact his supervisor. Unfortunately, his supervisor, Nick, was actually a member of the drug cartel. Nick deleted 
Chris’s undercover file. Now no one could prove his identity. He couldn’t trust anyone and had no way but started his homeless life.

Chris started his homeless life and found a spot under a bridge as his new home. Every time there was a rubber or violence he saw, he wanted to do some-
thing but couldn’t do anything because he was injured. Time passed day by day, Chris met his homeless buddy, Dave, who was a trash collector. Dave knew that 
Chris’s knee was injured and gave him a knee brace he found in a trash can years ago. Dave kept the knee brace for years but never got the chance to use it. 
Chris said thank you and took the knee brace from Dave. It was late at night so he didn’t put it on right away and slept in his tank as usual.

A loud gunshot woke up Chris from his sweet dream. There was a robber who was robbing the gas station across the street. Chris wanted to do something and 
put on the knee brace which Dave gave him. He felt massive energy from the knee brace and his knee pain was gone. He gained this supernatural power which 
allowed him to move really quickly. He knocked out the robber and returned the money back to the gas station in a sec. He moved really quickly that people 
couldn’t see.

Chris became the guardian of this city. He fighted the crime at night as he didn’t want anyone to recognise him. The reflection on the knee brace became a 
lightning when he quickly moved around. People in the city called him “The Late Night Flash”. He is now ready and about to get back what he lost.

“He felt massive energy from the knee brace and his knee pain was gone.
He gained his supernatural power...”



BRAINSTORMING  EXCERCISE



BRAINSTORMING  EXCERCISE



PRODUCTION  PLAN



THEME  DEVELOPMENT



McDavid
Knee sleeve/4-way elastic
$39.99

Bauerfeind
Sports Compression Knee Support
$40

Bauerfreind
Sports Knee Support
$94.99

ACE
Compression Knee Support
$8.97

Exrebon
Knee Brace Compression Sleeve
$13.99

*current knee brace (without extra strap)
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Nike
Advantage Knitted
$30

OPPORTUNITY



MOOD COLLAGE



MATERIAL

Perfotek Compression Jersey

• Super soft to the touch
• Cool against the skin
• Four-way stretch

NinjaTek TPU 3D Printing Filament

• Bend and flex while maintaining strength
• Able to twist, squeeze, stretch it



Color Isacord Thread Reflective thread Heat n Bond

MATERIAL



PROCESS  DEVELOPMENT



UNDERSTANDING  THE CONSTRUCTION

The one I bought used a metal spring with a silicone ring at the end.
I want to replace it with a single material and still serving the same function.
Single material is easier to recycle and more sustainable.



REDESIGN  THE  SIDE  SUPPORT

Multi-parts with glue Single material



3D  MODELING - VARIATION

Side support Knee Stabalizer



3D   PRINTING - TPU



3D   PRINT - TESTING

Not as flexible as I expect on the wide side, only flex in another direction.

Added thickness to the side, now I’m satisfied Knee stabalizer works well too.

Changed my design, but this one is too flimsy.



SIDE  SUPPORT  ON  BRACE

It has enough flexibility and provide a side support for the knee.



My new side support weight less than the metal 
spring from the knee brace I studied earlier.

WEIGHT  COMPARISON



IDEATION  SKETCH



IDEATION  SKETCH



IDEATION  SKETCH



DECORATION  STITCHING - TESTING  STRETCHNESS

Trying different sitching pattern  and found out the sitching not affect the stretchness  much.



REFLECTIVE  THREAD

Since my sample pieces is not a engineered knit, which is seamless,  my sample will have a seam.
I need to stitch the reflective pattern seperately, then match them back when I close the seam.



SEAM  TREATMENT

Trying different seam finishing.



HAND DRAWN PATTERN



TOUCH UP  IN  ADOBE  ILLUSTRTOR





CUTTING  PATTERN  WITH  KONGSBERG

Cutting the pattern out with the
Kongsberg cutting table.



MOCK  UP  FOR  PLACEMENT

Using foam for the mock up to test the placemennt. Using Heat n Bond to attach the back cover.



TAKE  NOTES



FABRIC  DYING  STOVE  TOP

v



FABRIC  DYING  RESULT



FINAL  PATTERN



FINAL  PATTERN



FINAL  PATTERN



FINAL  LOOKBOOK

Final sample is replaced with 3D model due to the online class.





Oli is a sport protective garment collection aimed to 
combine function and lifestyle in a minimal approach. 





LEFT FRONT RIGHT REAR



Strip pattern 
Enginnered knit

4-way stretch 
Enginnered knit

Alcantara



1  • Side support

1

2

2 • Knee stabalizer



Reflective thread for safety in darkness.

Foam piping  for
better grip.

Alcantara pull tap provide nice grip,
comfort and light weight.

Zig-zag stitching allow the knee brace
to remain strtchy.



DAY NIGHT



Thank you
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